Objectives
Without full price information for cross-rate options, but instead using only the information of two dollardenominated exchange-rate options, to construct the theoretical formulae for the RND and the option prices of cross-rates. To select appropriate copula functions, utilized to define the bivariate RND of two dollar rates in the theoretical formulae. 
Theoretical Framework
Bivariate
RND Formula for Cross-rates
Three-currency framework: $, £, and € : Spot rate of £1 in $;
: Spot rate of €1 in $ : Forward rate of £1 in $;
: Forward rate of €1 in $ f $ (y,z) : Bivariate RND of and Call option to buy £1 for €X = Call option to exchange $X for $ One-price law:
Theory of Breeden & Litzenberger (1978) Risk-neutral for any f(y,z) as Step 1 Step 2
Step 3
Constructions of Marginal & Bivariate RNDs
Marginal RNDs: two popular methods
Lognormal Mixtures General Beta distribution of the 2 nd kind (GB2)
Bivariate RNDs: Use copula functions c joining univariate marginal distributions f and g to a multivariate distribution h, using the univariate CDFs, F and G, and one dependence parameter.
Selective copula functions:
Gaussian, Frank, Plackett and Clayton copulas (different symmetry and tail dependence properties)
Contours and Copula Densities
Plackett Copula Clayton Copula
Gaussian Copula Frank Copula

Estimation of Dependence Parameter in Copula Functions
(1) If the market price of one cross-rate option is available, we use numerical methods to obtain the implied estimate by equating the theoretical price with the market price. (2) Otherwise, we can use the historical intraday record of two dollar-denominated exchange rates to calculate realized correlation, using the method of Andersen et al (2001) , and then require the same Spearman's rho across copulas.
Empirical Results (I)
When a cross-rate option price is available:
Whether at OTC or CME, Gaussian and Frank copulas can model the dependence structure relatively satisfactorily. Average absolute error of implied volatility is usually below 0.4%, which is within the spread of bid and ask. Market cross-rate volatility smile is between Gaussian and Frank smiles. The implied volatility smiles from OTC and CME prices are similar.
Information is efficiently integrated across OTC and CME 
Cross-rate
Delta(%) Implied
OTC-G CME-G OTC-F CME-F
Empirical Results (II)
When a cross-rate option price is not available: Realized correlation coefficients are on average lower than implied correlation coefficients.
Biased historical estimates? Mispriced ATM cross-rate options? Premia for risks that can not be hedged such as jumps in volatility?
Due to the deviation of implied from realized correlation coefficients, the differences between theoretical implieds and market implieds increase.
1% for one-month options; 2% for three-month options 
